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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
While Web Services have been getting the attention through 2003, in 
2004 the IT computing story will be focused squarely on Service 
Orientation. Offering an evolutionary approach to distributed computing 
that provides greater business agility while enabling companies to use 
heterogeneous resources more efficiently, Service Orientation, based on 
established Web Services standards, is set to fundamentally change 
many different IT markets as enterprises transition to Service-Oriented 
Architectures.  
 
In particular, the markets of application security, security appliances, 
system management, application integration, data integration, and 
business process management are six key markets that will become 
transformed as vendors in those markets Service-enable their products. 
Furthermore, there is a window of opportunity for new entrants in each 
of these markets to build Service-oriented offerings. Those windows will 
soon close, however, as the established, incumbent vendors in each 
space consolidate their respective markets. 
 
These consolidation trends will continue through the rest of the decade, 
as large vendors round out their suites of software that support Service 
Orientation, resulting in a combined market consisting of vendors 
offering a full-function SOA Implementation Framework. These 
frameworks will offer enterprises all the functionality they need to build, 
run, and manage SOAs. The market for SOA Implementation 
Frameworks is still nascent as of 2004, but will dominate the 
distributed computing arena by 2010. 

 

"""" Market Overview Market Overview Market Overview Market Overview    
• ZapThink sees a consolidation of most SO functionality into a single market 

category that can be delivered as individual products, product suites, or 
service offerings that contain broad functionality, including features that are 
currently associated with the security, management, process, integration, 
and tools segments. We call that market the SOA Implementation 
Framework market.    

"""" Future Trends Future Trends Future Trends Future Trends    
• The total SOA Implementation Framework market opportunity will go from 

$4.4 billion in 2005 to $43 billion by 2010. 

"""" Decision Points Decision Points Decision Points Decision Points    
• The big winners from the shift to Service Orientation will be large vendors 

who are able to leverage the innovation of the smaller players to build fully 
functional SOA Implementation Frameworks. New entrants will find 
opportunity in adding value to these large vendors’ products, or by finding 
opportunity in the gaps between their solutions. 
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I.I.I.I.    Report ScopeReport ScopeReport ScopeReport Scope    
Speaking of the ever-changing nature of reality, the ancient Greek philosopher 
Heraclitus famously said, “you can never step into the same river twice.” He 
could very well have been talking about the Web Services and Service 
Orientation (SO) market. At this point in time, the market for Web Services and 
SO products are exceptionally dynamic, as several technology and business 
forces buffet the players. The purpose of this report is to provide both a snapshot 
in time of the current state of this market, as well as to paint a picture of the 
forces at work that are causing such extensive change in the industry. 

Predicting the future, of course, is always a risky proposition, and the flux of 
today’s Web Services market makes intelligent predictions especially difficult. 
Because of ZapThink’s long-term focus on this area, we are able to base our 
predictions on a broad view of the overall IT market, the development of Web 
Services and Service-Oriented Architectures up to this point, a practical 
understanding of customer adoption patterns, knowledge of shifting vendor 
business plans, the changing demands of today’s IT customer, and the gradual 
improvements in the economy at large. One of the greatest challenges ZapThink 
faced when writing this report is placing the development of the Web Services 
market into the greater context of the IT marketplace, as vendors across all 
segments of the industry Web Service-enable their products, and begin to 
understand Service Orientation and the role their products have in helping their 
customers move to this new architectural approach. 

This report discusses and analyzes the context of Service Orientation within the 
greater picture of IT, in order to identify the market segments that form the Web 
Services market as it becomes the SO market. The report then provides detail 
about the shifting nature of these market segments, as products from different 
segments begin to offer the same functionality as products from other segments. 
Finally, this report provides detailed market predictions for Web Services market 
segments, based upon current trends within these markets, as well as trends 
within the overall IT industry and business at large. 

II.II.II.II.    Context: The Shift to Service OrientationContext: The Shift to Service OrientationContext: The Shift to Service OrientationContext: The Shift to Service Orientation    
Web Services are standards-based interfaces to software functionality. Service 
Orientation is an approach to distributed computing where software functionality 
is available as discoverable Services on the network. Service-Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) is the practice, or discipline, of organizing systems, 
applications, and their environment to provide Service Orientation. It’s important 
to realize that Web Services by themselves do not form a product category in 
their own right, because they are interfaces to something else, rather than 
software themselves. Therefore, the market segments that fall into the Web 
Services market category include products that either use Web Services to 
accomplish a certain set of tasks (like integration), or products that add value to 
software that is exposed as Web Services (for example, security). However, as 
Web Services become ubiquitous, it will no longer make sense to speak of Web 
Services market categories. For this reason, this report addresses what ZapThink 
calls the Service Orientation market. 

Service Orientation, however, is more of an approach to distributed computing 
than a market category per se. As companies come to understand the value 
proposition for Service Orientation and SOAs, they may find they need a range of 
software, hardware, and consulting services to put together an IT infrastructure 
based on an SOA. Such products and services may or may not fall into the Web 
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Services market segments. As this report will discuss below, SO as a market is a 
transitional phenomenon. SO, however, is here to stay, as distributed computing 
becomes Service-oriented during the rest of this decade. 

As Web Services become ingrained in corporate IT infrastructure, and as a result 
lose their hype status and fade from common parlance, and Service Orientation 
becomes a transitional market category, both end-users and vendors will 
continue to be confused. The connection between Web Services and Service 
Orientation will continue to shift, and it will often be unclear when to purchase a 
product that has the label “Web Services” on it. After all, Web Services are a set 
of technologies that enable SOAs, and thus identifying products as belonging to a 
Web Services market will gradually become less important. 

2.1.2.1.2.1.2.1.    The shift to Service Orientation affectThe shift to Service Orientation affectThe shift to Service Orientation affectThe shift to Service Orientation affects all distributed computings all distributed computings all distributed computings all distributed computing    

The key market reality that most end-users as well as many vendors haven’t truly 
realized at this point in time is that the shift to Service Orientation affects all 
aspects of enterprise distributed computing. We are not moving toward a world 
where SOAs are one of several possible distributed computing architectures in 
the enterprise. Rather, other architectures, including n-tier, client/server, and 
message bus, will all come to be understood within the context of SOA. 
Fundamentally, SOAs provide a layer of abstraction above other architectural 
styles, providing an asynchronous, loosely coupled Service interface on top of a 
heterogeneous mix of architectural styles.  

This transition of the overall IT market toward SO will take time. ZapThink 
predicts that this transition will not be fully established until 2008, and not truly 
complete until 2010. Therefore, the period 2004-2007 will be a continuing 
transitional period for IT, as standards, products, and architectures mature, while 
at the same time, other approaches to distributed computing will remain 
separate from SO. Therefore, the Web Services and SO markets are themselves 
transitional markets, with lifetimes extending no later than 2007-2008, at which 
time the vast majority of IT will be Service-Oriented, and most software will offer 
Web Services interfaces. Once that shift is complete, the individual market 
segments within the WS and SO markets will have been entirely absorbed by 
broader IT markets. 

ZapThink, however, is definitely not predicting the demise of every company 
within the WS and SO markets. On the contrary, the wave of innovation 
characterized by the SO movement will offer substantial, continuing 
opportunities, both for new entrants and incumbents, as long as they realize that 
how end-users will be evaluating, purchasing, and using their products will be 
changing substantially and continuously during this time period. 

In fact, an analysis of the opportunities facing both new entrants and incumbents 
illustrates how this fundamental market transition will play out. By new entrant, 
we mean a vendor who has emerged as either an entirely new company, or an 
existing company who has produced a completely new product line that is 
focused on the WS and/or SO markets. New entrants include startups like 
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" Vendor Focus 
ActionalActionalActionalActional    
AmberPointAmberPointAmberPointAmberPoint    
AscAscAscAscential Softwareential Softwareential Softwareential Software    
BEA SystemsBEA SystemsBEA SystemsBEA Systems    
CollaxaCollaxaCollaxaCollaxa    
Computer AssociatesComputer AssociatesComputer AssociatesComputer Associates    
EntrustEntrustEntrustEntrust    
MicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoft    
NetegrityNetegrityNetegrityNetegrity    
IBMIBMIBMIBM    
IDS ScheerIDS ScheerIDS ScheerIDS Scheer    
IONAIONAIONAIONA    
SAPSAPSAPSAP    
Siebel SystemsSiebel SystemsSiebel SystemsSiebel Systems    
Software AGSoftware AGSoftware AGSoftware AG    
Sonic SoftwareSonic SoftwareSonic SoftwareSonic Software    
webMethodswebMethodswebMethodswebMethods    
Westbridge Westbridge Westbridge Westbridge 

TechnologyTechnologyTechnologyTechnology    

Westbridge TechnologyWestbridge TechnologyWestbridge TechnologyWestbridge Technology, AmberPointAmberPointAmberPointAmberPoint, and CollaxaCollaxaCollaxaCollaxa, as well as more established 
vendors with completely new product lines and strategies for WS and SO, such 
as ActionalActionalActionalActional or Sonic Software.Sonic Software.Sonic Software.Sonic Software. Incumbents are established vendors who maintain 
products within mature markets, even as they add Web Service or Service 
Orientation capabilities to their product line. Incumbents include market leaders 
like IBMIBMIBMIBM and MicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoft, struggling vendors such as webMethodswebMethodswebMethodswebMethods, and also more 
focused software solution vendors like NetegrityNetegrityNetegrityNetegrity, IONAIONAIONAIONA, and Software AGSoftware AGSoftware AGSoftware AG. 

The important fact to recognize is that incumbents across all of IT are adding WS 
and SO capabilities to their offerings. Incumbents as diverse as SAPSAPSAPSAP, Siebel Siebel Siebel Siebel 
SystemsSystemsSystemsSystems, Ascential SoftwareAscential SoftwareAscential SoftwareAscential Software, Computer AssocComputer AssocComputer AssocComputer Associatesiatesiatesiates, IDS ScheerIDS ScheerIDS ScheerIDS Scheer, EntrustEntrustEntrustEntrust, and BEA BEA BEA BEA 
SystemsSystemsSystemsSystems, to name a few, are all moving toward Service Orientation. As a result, 
any estimates of market opportunities for Web Services or Service Orientation 
must include both the incumbents as well as the new entrants. 

2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.    Shifts in market segmentsShifts in market segmentsShifts in market segmentsShifts in market segments    

As any emerging market matures, two fundamental economic forces cause 
change within the industry: the forces of innovation and consolidation. As new 
technologies and approaches for solving customer problems become 
economically viable, new opportunities open for startups and other nimble 
companies to devote investment dollars into developing innovative products that 
capitalize on the emergence of nascent markets. Then, as those markets 
expand, larger players realize that in order to grow, stay relevant, and continue to 
serve their current customers, they must also leverage the innovative solutions 
the smaller players are bringing to market, either by building the innovative 
solutions themselves, or by acquiring the new capabilities from the new entrant 
vendors. 

As a result, in any emerging market, there is a turning point when consolidation 
comes to dominate innovation. Smaller players either go out of business, merge, 
or become part of a larger player’s plans to enter the new market. Once this 
consolidation settles down, there are typically a small number of new entrants 
left standing—those who managed to acquire rather than be acquired, find a 
defensible niche, or are able to continue to innovate at the edge of the market. 
However, the number of survivors is typically much smaller than the number of 
startups who fail or become acquired. 

At this point in time, the SO market place is near the turning point, as 
established players are beginning to consolidate the market, and the window for 
new, innovative startups closes, until the next wave of innovation strikes. 
Therefore, the forces of market change present important imperatives for three 
basic categories of SO vendors at this turning point: 

! For startups still in or emerging from stealth mode (i.e., who haven’t 
released information to the public) in the SO market, the window of 
opportunity will be rapidly closing in 2004. In the more active segments 
of the market, including management, security, XML appliances, and 
integration, it may already be too late for new entrants that don’t have 
compelling intellectual property or possess significant influence on end-
users to enter the market. For the less developed segments, including 
process and architecture tools, time is starting to run out. In other 
markets that play a supporting role to the transition to SOAs, such as 
information integration and presentation tools , there will continue to be 
opportunity for new entrants for two to three additional years. 

! For new entrants now in the market, 2004 promises to be a make-or-
break year. Incumbents will be looking to consolidate the market, and 
taking this exit strategy will make sense for a good number of new 
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entrants. Other new entrants with sufficient resources will find that 
making their own acquisitions will make sense.  

! The greatest opportunities, as well as the greatest risks, face the 
incumbents. It’s still a buyer’s market in the IT industry since new 
entrants are still relatively inexpensive to acquire, so incumbents with 
money to spend can leverage the innovation of new entrants quickly by 
making strategic acquisitions. However, the greatest risk facing these 
incumbents is that they may miss the broad changes that SO represent 
for the IT industry as a whole. Because incumbents must necessarily 
focus on their current customer base while still attempting to innovate in 
the market, they all risk missing the boat, just as they are buying their 
tickets for the ride. Similarly, many incumbents face the challenge of 
having their market becoming consolidated into one of the newly 
emerging SO markets. As a result, some incumbents will have to make 
strategic decisions about the direction their company will go, and as a 
result, this will have significant impact on the new entrants that might 
compete with, or be acquired by these vendors. 

There is an additional trend that affects industries as they mature: patterns of 
innovation shift from a horizontal to a vertical focus. Take, for example, the 
automobile industry, were in 1920 there were hundreds of automobile 
manufacturers, where in 2003 there are now only a handful of companies 
actually making cars, but thousands of suppliers. As the same trend affects IT, 
we will see far fewer companies looking for the end-user dollar, and an 
increasing number of vendors focusing on the “IT supply chain,” or embedded 
strategies where they sell their product as part of an integrated whole offered by 
another vendor. 

2.3.2.3.2.3.2.3.    The SOA Implementation FrameworkThe SOA Implementation FrameworkThe SOA Implementation FrameworkThe SOA Implementation Framework    

Understanding the changes to established IT market segments that the move to 
SO will create is therefore a critical part of the big picture of the development of 
the IT market as it enters the next consolidation phase. In fact, for each segment 
of the software market (as well as selected hardware segments), the overall 
movement toward SO is leading toward one or more shifts in product categories, 
as Web Services and other SO functionality becomes an integral part of so many 
different products in the marketplace.  

Furthermore, as the market consolidates, so too do the feature sets of the 
various products in each segment of the market. In fact, ZapThink sees a 
consolidation of most SO functionality into a single market category that can be 
delivered as individual products, product suites, or service offerings that contain 
broad functionality, including features that are currently associated with the 
security, management, process, integration, and tools segments. For want of a 
better term, ZapThink will refer to this full-featured SO market as the SOA 
Implementation Framework, or SOAIF.  

This report refers to the SOAIF as an implementation framework because it 
provides all the elements needed to craft a solution (hence, “framework”), and it 
offers both design time and runtime capabilities (hence, “implementation”). 
There are many terms currently in use today that share many aspects of the 
SOAIF, including Web Services network, logical network, SOA platform, Web 
Services platform, Web Services fabric, and others. Fundamentally, a SOAIF 
offers all the software functionality a company needs to build and run an SOA, as 
shown in Figure II.1 below: 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure IIIIIIII....1111: The SOA Implementation Framework: The SOA Implementation Framework: The SOA Implementation Framework: The SOA Implementation Framework    
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As shown in the figure, the SOAIF comprises functionality from the five key SO 
market segments. However, Figure II.1 does not represent a Venn diagram; in 
fact, there are many elements of functionality found in more than one of the 
component market segments included in the SOAIF, as detailed in Section 3.1 
below.  

As the SO market consolidates, ZapThink believes that many incumbents will 
offer SOAIFs. Others will offer products that contain most of the functionality 
included in the SOAIF, but will leave out certain functions, preferring instead to 
leave those to partners. Still other vendors will continue to focus on offering 
products that contain functionality that remains within a specific market niche 
like security or management, preferring to offer customers a best-of-breed 
solution rather than a soup-to-nuts offering. 

The SOAIF, however, differs in a fundamental way from the enterprise software 
packages and comprehensive middleware platforms found in today’s mature 
markets. The difference, of course, is that SO leverages interoperability based 
upon open standards, most notably the Web Services family of standards. Gone 
for good are the days of proprietary, tightly coupled software suites that lock 
customers into a single vendor. Another key difference is the adherence to the 
core requirements of SO: loose coupling, coarse granularity, and asynchrony. It’s 
the combination of standards on the one hand with the architectural principles of 
SO on the other that make the SOAIF a unifying implementation framework. Yet, 
while the SOAIF is feature complete, it is also modular, allowing customers to 
switch out parts of the SOAIF for best-of-breed point products as desired. 

ZapThink is making a subtle, but important prediction about customer behavior 
here. ZapThink believes that customers will increasingly insist on purchasing 
standards-based software that truly interoperates with other solutions on the 
market, while at the same time favor SO products with broad capabilities, namely 
SOAIFs, that meet most or all of their needs. In other words, customers will want 
the ability to select a best-of-breed solution to avoid the feeling of being locked in 
to a single-vendor solution, but in general, will settle on a solution from a single, 
favored vendor since it is their best economic interests to work with as few 
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vendors as possible to enable a single solution. Vendors who only pay lip service 
to true interoperability, however, will be left out in the cold. 

2.4.2.4.2.4.2.4.    The march toward the SOAIFThe march toward the SOAIFThe march toward the SOAIFThe march toward the SOAIF    

While the security, management, process, tools, and integration markets form 
the core transitional markets whose functionality the SOAIF will subsume, these 
five markets are actually part of a software ecosystem that is gradually 
coalescing toward the SOAIF. Traditional markets will remain, of course, but as 
those markets become Service-enabled, the vendors who play in those markets 
will find themselves competing with SOAIF vendors. Figure II.2 below illustrates 
the various IT markets that ZapThink feels will be most affected by the 
consolidation of the IT market as companies adopt SO. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IIIIIIII....2222: The SOAIF Market Transition Map: The SOAIF Market Transition Map: The SOAIF Market Transition Map: The SOAIF Market Transition Map    
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At the center of Figure II.2 is the SOAIF. Around the perimeter of the figure, in 
white, are selected incumbent markets. The ones that appear in the figure are 
not intended to be an exhaustive list, but rather a selection of key established 
markets that will be particularly affected by the movement toward the SOAIF. The 
white boxes represent established markets that are currently undergoing 
transition into other markets as they become Service-oriented. These markets 
will likely not exist at all in their current form once SO has been adopted by the 
majority of enterprises. 
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In green dots are transitional Web Services-related markets, including Enterprise 
Service Buses (ESBs), Web Services tools, Native XML Databases (NXDs), Web 
Services Security solutions, and Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) solutions. 
ZapThink considers markets to be transitional because they have emerged 
recently, but will be subsumed by other, SO market segments. These markets will 
be viable only for a short amount of time until they consolidate with other 
evolving markets. SOA Enablement also falls into the transitional category, 
because this market is a transitional one between SO Integration and SO 
Management. In some cases, like the NXD market, the transition is already 
mostly complete—while the NXD market had several active participants in 2002, 
by mid-2003 most had been acquired, gone out of business, or refocused their 
strategies as Operational Data Store (ODS) or Content Management System 
(CMS) vendors. For more information on the NXD market, please see ZapThink’s 
reports XML Data Storage Technologies & Trends (ZTR-ST100) and XML Data 
Store Multi-Client Study (ZTR-ST101). 

The markets indicated in yellow horizontal stripes in Figure II.2 represent 
markets that are likely to remain distinct from the SOAIF market, even as the 
overall market consolidates into the SOAIF market. In some of these cases, like 
the Operational Data Store (ODS) market, strategies that involve embedding the 
solution within other vendors’ offerings will become increasingly important, while 
in other cases, like the XML Appliance market, a different category will likely 
subsume the smaller market (in the case of XML Appliances, ZapThink predicts 
that the security appliance market will do the consolidating). 

Finally, the red diagonally hatched boxes represent core SO market segments. 
While these markets may also be transitional in the long-term, there still remains 
a substantial window of opportunity for vendors in these markets to gain traction 
before these markets are eventually consolidated into the SOAIF market. In some 
cases, this window of opportunity is fairly short. In particular, vendors in the SO 
Security and SO Management markets are rapidly adding functionality typically 
associated with products from other markets to their own products, thus 
breaking down the distinctions between each other as well as between their 
markets and the nascent SOAIF market. On the other hand, some markets, such 
as the SO Content and SO Tools markets, are still in the process of forming. 
Companies that identify themselves as being in these markets often disagree 
dramatically on what capabilities constitute essential requirements of 
functionality. For more information on the emerging SO Content market, please 
see ZapThink’s XML in the Content Lifecycle report (ZTR-CL100). 

Because the SOAIF Market Transition Map represents market trends more so 
than technology trends, vendors have some measure of flexibility regarding their 
positioning relative to the map. Clearly, markets connected by arrows will contain 
products that share functionality, so a single product might belong in two or more 
markets as identified on the map. What ZapThink is seeing in the marketplace 
are incumbent vendors who are shifting their marketing to move toward the 
center of the map, as they add Web Services and SO functionality to their 
products, while at the same time remaining in the established markets that have 
been their traditional bases. This trend is important to highlight: companies do 
not need to move off of existing markets to participate in new ones in the short 
term, unless they believe that it will be strategically advantageous for them to do 
so. 

2.5.2.5.2.5.2.5.    Integration: the key transitional marketIntegration: the key transitional marketIntegration: the key transitional marketIntegration: the key transitional market    

Of all the markets illustrated in Figure II.2 above, the application integration-
related markets, including SO Application Integration (SOAI) and SOA Enablement 
as well as EAI and ESBs, are distinguished by the fact that they will be wholly 
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subsumed by the SOAIF market, and none of the existing EAI, ESB, or other 
application integration-related markets will exist at all once this consolidation is 
complete. Fundamentally, all software in the SO world will integrate out of the 
box, and the SOAIF will provide the architectural and runtime support needed for 
software to integrate. Other transitional markets, including those related to 
information integration, process, management, and security, will remain distinct 
categories of functionality even when the markets become fully absorbed into 
the SOAIF market. Application integration, however, is different.  

The reason application integration is special is because of the fundamental 
nature of distributed computing, and why integration is a market in the first 
place. During the history of distributed computing, getting computers to talk to 
one another has essentially been a difficult problem. As integration became 
more of a business imperative, solving various integration problems gradually 
consumed an increasing portion of the IT budget, where today integration can 
take up more than 70% of many companies’ budgets. However, no line-of-
business executive wants to spend money on integration. The only reason they 
do so is because integration is a problem. If at some point that problem is 
addressed architecturally, rather than through distinct products, then resources 
will have to no longer go toward integration. 

The resulting savings is one of the promised benefits of moving toward an SOA. 
Once software supports full interoperability, then putting the appropriate 
architectural solution in place will obviate all need for application integration 
solutions. Integration itself, of course, won’t go away; in fact, just the contrary—in 
the SO world, application integration is automatic and ubiquitous. There will, 
however, no longer be need for any distinct application integration markets. 

Information integration, however, is quite a different story. As application 
integration issues are resolved architecturally, the integration issues that 
inevitably remain will involve bringing together disparate sources of information 
into a single view (information integration) and resolving the differences in 
meaning among those sources of information (semantic integration). As 
ZapThink explained in our Service-Oriented Integration report (ZTR-WS103), such 
“higher level” integration tasks rely upon resolving “lower level” integration 
problems like application integration. Therefore, the transition to SO raises the 
integration problem to the information and semantic levels. 

Needless to say, these views on market consolidation should be a heads-up for 
any application integration vendor. Simply put, the market for application 
integration, as offered today by most vendors in the space, will dry up. As the 
surviving application integration vendors become SOAIF vendors, the 
opportunities for tightly coupled, non-SO integration will become increasingly 
scarce. The result is the complete transformation of these integration markets to 
their SO form. As a result, not only current EAI vendors should feel pressured to 
change by these market forces, but also systems integrators that base their 
service revenue on these markets, as ZapThink explained in our SOA Consulting 
Report (ZTR-WS109). System integration as a separately definable practice will 
go away by the end of the decade, to be replaced by architectural and business 
process consulting. 

III.III.III.III.    Vendor LandscapeVendor LandscapeVendor LandscapeVendor Landscape    
No vendors currently offer a fully-featured SOAIF product, and in fact, it’s not 
clear that any vendor has the complete vision for their product roadmap that this 
report presents. This absence is less a result of a true lack of vision, and more a 
consequence of how markets develop. Fundamentally, markets must respond to 
the actual buying patterns and needs of real customers. While innovative 
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vendors must move ahead of current customer demand as part of the inherent 
nature of innovation, moving too far ahead of actual customer demand is often a 
vendor’s death knell. This challenge of timing is of paramount concern to the 
executives and investors of startup vendors, For these vendors, if they move too 
early, customers won’t understand their value proposition, yet moving too late 
may jeopardize the window of opportunity to market forces or competition. 

The transition to SOAs represents a broad shift as well as a large number of 
smaller shifts. The smaller market shifts are relatively straightforward for 
customers to understand—for example, the shift from identity and access 
management to Web Services-based identity and access management, a key 
component of the Web Services security market. Larger shifts are more of a 
challenge, for example: just what is an SOA tool? Is it a modeling tool? An IDE? 
An architectural framework? How about an asset management tool? The answer 
is not clear to the market as a whole, and as a result, customers are confused, 
and when customers are confused, they are unlikely to make purchases. 

As a result, the Market Transition Map in Figure II.2 can be thought of as a 
roadmap for vendors, where the goal isn’t necessarily to be the first to the 
center, but rather to be at the appropriate place given the market timing 
appropriate to each vendor’s particular situation. Some markets are further 
along in the transition to the SOAIF, while others are still developing.  

3.1.3.1.3.1.3.1.    Core Service Orientation segmentsCore Service Orientation segmentsCore Service Orientation segmentsCore Service Orientation segments    

The best place to begin the market analysis of the SO landscape is with five of 
the core SO markets identified by red stripes in Figure II.2: SO Security, SO 
Management, SO Integration, SO Process, and SO Tools. As illustrated 
quantitatively in Section IV below, the SO Security and SO Management (SOM) 
markets are the most mature as of the date of this report. The SO Process (SOP) 
and SO Tools markets are less mature, and thus represent greater opportunities 
in 2004 for new entrants than security and process. SO Integration (SOI), finally, 
is a special case as explained in Section 2.5 above, because implementing the 
full set of capabilities of SO Management and SO Process solutions will provide 
all the necessary functionality that today’s SOI vendors are bringing to the 
market. 

Because of the need to present marketing messages that customers understand 
and products that customers want to buy, the vendors in these core SO markets 
tend to align themselves with a particular market. Nevertheless, the functionality 
they offer tends to cross the lines between markets, as illustrated in Table III.1 
below: 
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Table Table Table Table IIIIIIIIIIII....1111: Core SO Market Product Functionality: Core SO Market Product Functionality: Core SO Market Product Functionality: Core SO Market Product Functionality    

                        SO SecuritySO SecuritySO SecuritySO Security  SO Mgmt.SO Mgmt.SO Mgmt.SO Mgmt.    SO Integ.SO Integ.SO Integ.SO Integ.    SO ProcessSO ProcessSO ProcessSO Process  SO ToolsSO ToolsSO ToolsSO Tools  

    Identity management X     

    Access and policy management X     

    Policy enforcement X X    
    XML encryption/decryption X     

    Malicious attack protection X     

S
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   Enterprise security policy 
management X X X   

    WS monitoring/alerting  X    

    SLA/QoS management X X X X  

    Exception management  X   X 

    Root cause analysis  X    

    WS lifecycle management  X    

    WS dependency management  X X   

    WS provisioning  X    

    Business activity monitoring  X  X  

    WS billing and metering  X    

  Dynamic routing  X X   

  Protocol translation and 
Synch/asynch conversion  X X X  

  Composition/encapsulation  
(exposing endpoints as Services)  X X X X 

 S
O

A
 E

na
bl

em
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 XML and WS caching  X    

   Messaging infrastructure   X   

   Distributed runtime 
environments/agents  X X   

   WS publication and discovery  X X   
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  B2B protocol negotiation  X X X  

    Data mapping   X  X 

   Transaction management   X X  

   Semantic information integration   X X  

   Workflow management   X X  
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 Business process mgmt/execution   X X  

    Business process monitoring  X  X  

   Business modeling   X X X    

P
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Service modeling    X X     

Asset management  X   X     

Architectural frameworks   X  X     

Rapid development tools     X     

WS testing tools  X   X     D
ev
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SO development tools     X 
 Source: Copyright © 2003 ZapThink, LLC 

The features listed in Table III.1 are not meant to be exhaustive, but rather a list 
of the most important functionality offered by products in the core SO market 
segments. It is important to note that many functions appear within products 
from more than one market. The bars on the left represent familiar categories of 
functionality that roughly correspond to the market segments. However, note 
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that these functionality categories overlap, and also notice that all of the 
functions associated with SO Integration also fall within other market categories. 

The vendors that participate in these core market segments are currently in the 
process of defining their markets, their product strategies, and their core 
customer value propositions. As a result, many vendors are adding functionality 
to their products that may appear to be functionality provided by a different 
market segment than where they might be focused. Such maneuvering tends to 
confuse the marketplace, as customers are not yet able to specify their needs by 
product category, but rather must publish requests for proposals (RFPs) that list 
the functionality they believe they will require. As a result, an increasing set of 
vendors from different markets are converging on the same set of functionality, 
thus blurring the lines between markets such as SOM and SOP.  

Table III.2 below lists many of the incumbents and new entrants in the core SO 
markets: 

Table Table Table Table IIIIIIIIIIII....2222: Core SO Market Vendors: Core SO Market Vendors: Core SO Market Vendors: Core SO Market Vendors    

Core SO MarketCore SO MarketCore SO MarketCore SO Market    New EntrantsNew EntrantsNew EntrantsNew Entrants    IncumbentsIncumbentsIncumbentsIncumbents    

SO Security 

Conformative Systems 
DataPower 
Forum Systems 
Layer 7 Technologies 
Reactivity 
Sarvega 
Tarari 
Vordel 
Westbridge Technology 
 

Computer Associates 
BEA 
Entrust 
F5 
Netegrity 
Novell 
Oblix 
RSA 
VeriSign 

SO Management

Actional 
AmberPoint 
Blue Titan 
Collation 
Confluent Software 
Digital Evolution 
Flamenco Networks 
Grand Central 
Infravio 
Panacya 
Service Integrity 
Swingtide 
Westbridge Technology 

BEA 
BMC 
Computer Associates 
HP 
IBM 

SO Process 

Arjuna 
Avao 
Choreology 
Collaxa 
Cyclone Commerce 
Fiorano Software 
Intalio 
NextAxiom 
Oak Grove Systems 
Sonic Software 

Fuego 
Handysoft 
IBM  
IDS Scheer 
IONA 
Mega 
Metastorm 
Microsoft 
Novell 
Savvion 
Sybase 
TIBCO 
Ultimus 
Versata 

(continued) 
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SO Integration 

Accordare 
Cape Clear 
Choreology 
Digital Evolution 
Fiorano Software 
Infravio 
MetaMatrix 
Raining Data 
Quovadx 
Sarvega 
Sonic Software 
Systinet 
XAware 
Xlipstream 

Ascential Software 
Attachmate 
BEA Systems 
ClientSoft 
Cyclone Commerce 
DataWatch 
Hostbridge 
IBM  
IONA 
iWay 
Microsoft 
Novell 
SeeBeyond 
SEAGULL 
Software AG 
Sybase 
TIBCO 
webMethods 
WRQ 

SO Tools 

Cape Clear 
ClearMethods 
Exadel 
Kinzan 
Instantis 
LogicLibrary 
Metallect 
MetaMatrix 
Mindreef 
NextAxiom 
Silver Leap 
Solstice Software 
Strikeiron 
Systinet 
UDICo 
Wakesoft 
Zareus 

BEA Systems 
Borland 
ClientSoft 
CompuWare 
Empirix 
IBM Rational 
Mercury Interactive 
Microsoft 
Novell 
Parasoft 
SCO 
Sun Microsystems 
Sybase 

 Source: Copyright © 2003 ZapThink, LLC 

There are several important facts represented in Table III.2: 

! Many vendors appear in more than one market. This trend typically 
indicates the intention of vendors to offer as feature-complete a product 
as possible, as they move toward building out full SOAIF functionality. 

! Many of the core SO markets include a range of smaller and/or 
overlapping segments. For example, the SO Security market contains 
many network appliance vendors as well as vendors offering software 
solutions. 

! The SO Tools market in particular contains a variety of different market 
segments, and is in fact, not yet a coherent market, in the sense that no 
vendors identify themselves as SO Tools vendors. Included in the SO 
Tools market are SO Development tools, architectural frameworks, asset 
management tools, modeling tools, testing tools, and 
integration/mapping tools. 

! The SO Integration and SO Process markets contain more incumbents 
than new entrants, which indicates that these are the two market 
segments that are the most difficult for new entrants to enter.  
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Ascential SoftwareAscential SoftwareAscential SoftwareAscential Software    
BEA SystemsBEA SystemsBEA SystemsBEA Systems    
Computer AssociatesComputer AssociatesComputer AssociatesComputer Associates    
HPHPHPHP    
MercatorMercatorMercatorMercator    
Progress SoftwareProgress SoftwareProgress SoftwareProgress Software    
Raining DataRaining DataRaining DataRaining Data    
Sonic SoftwareSonic SoftwareSonic SoftwareSonic Software    
SybaseSybaseSybaseSybase    
Talking BlocksTalking BlocksTalking BlocksTalking Blocks    

" Vendor Focus 

Computer AssociatesComputer AssociatesComputer AssociatesComputer Associates    
MicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoft    
HPHPHPHP    
IBMIBMIBMIBM 

" Vendor Focus 

MicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoft    
IBMIBMIBMIBM 

" Vendor Focus 

3.2.3.2.3.2.3.2.    The role of the incumbentsThe role of the incumbentsThe role of the incumbentsThe role of the incumbents    

It’s also important to note from Table III.2 that incumbents include both large 
and small vendors. Some of the incumbents are dominant players in their 
established markets, including IBMIBMIBMIBM, MicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoft, Computer AssociatesComputer AssociatesComputer AssociatesComputer Associates, and HPHPHPHP, 
while others are smaller companies who are incumbents by virtue of the fact that 
they are adding Web Services or SO support to their existing product line. In 
either case, incumbents offer products from established markets (represented in 
white in Figure II.2) as well as products in one or more of the transitional Web 
Services or SO markets. Some key examples include the following: 

! AscAscAscAscential Softwareential Softwareential Softwareential Software is adding SO capabilities to their traditional ETL 
market, as well as acquiring EAI vendor MercatorMercatorMercatorMercator for its XML 
transformation capabilities and EAI customer base, making it an 
incumbent in the EII, ETL, and EAI markets, and an incumbent in the 
emerging SOII and SOAI markets. 

! BEA SystemsBEA SystemsBEA SystemsBEA Systems is expanding its application server/platform markets by 
adding SO Integration. SO Process, SO Security, and SO Tooling 
capabilities, with a clear intent to become an SOAIF vendor. 

! Raining DataRaining DataRaining DataRaining Data, an incumbent in the database market with their Pick and 
D3 products, offers TigerLogic XDMS, an XML-based operational data 
store that provides XML and Web Services caching capabilities as part of 
the SO integration market, making them an incumbent in the ODS 
market. 

! SySySySybasebasebasebase is an integration incumbent with their NEON product line, as well 
as a GUI tool vendor through their PowerBuilder products and a 
modeling tool vendor via their PowerDesigner tools. They have Web 
Service and SO enabled their entire product line, moving them into the 
SO Process, SO Tools, and SO Integration markets. 

! Progress SoftwareProgress SoftwareProgress SoftwareProgress Software offers eCommerce platforms to the midmarket via 
channel partners, and through their subsidiary Sonic SoftwareSonic SoftwareSonic SoftwareSonic Software, offers an 
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) that is a leader in the SO integration space, 
making them a new entrant in the SOAI and SO Process markets. 

! Computer AssociatesComputer AssociatesComputer AssociatesComputer Associates has recently rolled out their Unicenter WSDM Web 
Services management product, as part of their Unicenter system 
management suite. Unicenter WSDM is a key part of CA’s On Demand 
product strategy, making them a notable incumbent in the system 
management market.  

! HP HP HP HP is likewise a management juggernaut in the space and with their 
acquisition of Talking BlocksTalking BlocksTalking BlocksTalking Blocks, will remain as one of the strongest 
contenders in the SOM space. 

In addition to these examples, it’s important to single out IBMIBMIBMIBM and MicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoft as 
special incumbents, because of these two vendors’ market leadership positions. 
As IT market leaders, whenever they cooperate, they unquestionably drive the 
market, as they have done with several of the Web Services specifications. In 
addition, their approaches to the SOAIF as a product strategy will set the tone for 
the industry.  

! MicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoft has incorporated SO principles throughout the “Longhorn 
wave” of upgrades associated with the Longhorn version of Windows 
due in 2005 or 2006. In particular, their new application development 
and communication framework codenamed Indigo offers a unified 
development paradigm for all Microsoft software that incorporates SO 
alongside object-oriented (OO) principles. 
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! IBMIBMIBMIBM is currently building out their On Demand Operating Environment 
(ODOE) based on their entire software product line. The ODOE brings 
together integration, automation, and virtualization capabilities into a 
single SO environment. When combined with management capabilities 
from Tivoli and SO Tools under the Rational umbrella, IBM has the 
potential of offering the first functionality-complete SOAIF solution to 
come to market. 

3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.    The role of On DemandThe role of On DemandThe role of On DemandThe role of On Demand    

Clearly, the concepts of On Demand and SO are related. It’s important to 
understand, however, just what the relationship is, and how different vendors’ 
ideas of On Demand vary. On Demand (OD) is a somewhat nebulous concept 
that centers on agile businesses that take advantage of flexible IT 
infrastructures. There are a variety of computing approaches under the broader 
OD umbrella, and the component concepts that fall under the OD umbrella have 
specific meanings, including utility computing and grid computing.  

IBMIBMIBMIBM has focused their entire company on the “eBusiness On Demand” vision, 
which is a conceptual framework for determining business needs and 
transforming companies to take advantage of utility computing, grid computing, 
and other technologies that can increase the flexibility and responsiveness of 
businesses. IBM has the most comprehensive vision for OD, including business 
consulting and transformation along with the concepts of virtualization and 
management as well as grid and utility computing under the OD banner. 
ComputeComputeComputeComputer Associatesr Associatesr Associatesr Associates has a narrower, software-focused notion of OD where 
companies can manage resources to be managed beyond the enterprise in a 
grid of computing power. Other companies have their own takes on On Demand, 
as well. 

SO, in fact, forms the core architectural approach to each of these visions for OD. 
The role of IT is to provide and support the Services that the business requires, 
but just how it provides those Services depends on the characteristics of the 
particular implementation. If it makes sense to pool servers or outsource 
functionality, so be it—as long as the business has access to the Services it 
needs. The Services therefore become a kind of conduit between line of 
business and IT—focusing and providing context for business requirements for IT 
personnel, while at the same time hiding the complexity of the implementation 
details under a useful layer of abstraction for line of business users. Therefore, 
the SOAIF can be thought of as the technology behind On Demand—both 
concepts are tightly linked, yet complementary. In fact, ZapThink would say that 
the full vision of On Demand that IBM as well as CA promote requires an SOAIF. 

IV.IV.IV.IV.    Market TrendsMarket TrendsMarket TrendsMarket Trends    
The core SO market trends that ZapThink’s analysis predicts for the remainder of 
the decade include: 

! Transitional Web Services markets will be subsumed within transitional 
SO markets, many of which will be rolled into the SOA Implementation 
Framework (SOAIF) market. 

! There will continue to be windows of opportunity for new entrants in 
various Web Services and SO markets, but for many markets, those 
windows will soon close or are already closing to new entrant vendors.. 

! Incumbents in traditional IT markets are in the process of Service-
enabling their products, and this trend will continue until incumbent 
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vendors dominate all of the SO markets, either through acquisition or 
product development. 

! Virtually all enterprise, distributed computing software will be Service-
oriented by 2008. The shift to SO will transform the enterprise IT 
industry. The big winners will be large vendors who are able to leverage 
the innovation of the smaller players to build fully functional SOAIFs. 
New entrants will find opportunity in adding value to these large 
vendors’ products, or by finding opportunity in the gaps between their 
solutions. New entrant vendors who attempt to compete head-to-head 
with established vendors that are SO-enabling their products or 
acquiring their competitors will face increasingly difficult times in the 
2004-2005 time period. 

 In order to provide a quantitative analysis of these trends, this report provides 
market predictions for the following core SO markets: 

! The SO Security and XML Appliance markets. SO Security consists of 
software and hardware solutions for providing the functionality 
necessary to meet SO security needs as outlined above, and is a part of 
the established authentication, authorization, and administration (3A) 
security incumbent market. XML Appliances are a hardware form factor 
for providing value-added processing to XML, and those XML Appliances 
that focus on security are a part of the security appliance incumbent 
market. Since the vast majority of today’s XML Appliances currently 
focus, or will focus, on security at least in part, ZapThink includes XML 
Appliance market growth figures into its SO Security calculations.  

! The SO Management market. SO Management can be considered to be 
part of the systems management incumbent market in the long-term as 
established vendors SO-enable their products. SO Management includes 
SOA enablement capabilities as shown in Table III.1. Such capabilities 
are also arguably a part of the SO Application Integration market as well. 

! The SO Integration (SOI) market, which contains the SO Application 
Integration (SOAI) and SO Information Integration (SOII) markets. The 
SOAI market is part of the application integration incumbent market, 
and the SOII market is part of the data integration incumbent market. 
This report breaks out these two forms of SOI, because of the different 
patterns of consolidation predicted for these markets, as discussed in 
Section 2.5. Eventually, the SOAI market will be subsumed entirely 
within the SOAIF market, while SOII solutions will stay independent in 
the market for a while longer. 

! The SO Process market, which is a part of the Business Process 
Management (BPM) incumbent market. 

! This report does not contain market numbers for an SO Tools market, 
because no such market exists in a coherent form today.  

Finally, this report introduces a quantitative analysis of the as-yet nascent SOAIF 
market, which consolidates the SO markets mentioned above as well as the 
application server platform and Windows server operating system incumbent 
markets.  

4.1.4.1.4.1.4.1.    MethodologyMethodologyMethodologyMethodology    

ZapThink bases its new entrant market numbers on an analysis of existing 
revenue figures provided by the current new entrants in each market segment, 
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adjusting for possible errors and uncertainty, including under- and over-reporting 
of revenues and best-guess estimates for companies not briefed for this report. 
Those numbers are then placed into the context of the overall changes affecting 
the XML, Web Services, and SO markets as the shift to SO takes place, as 
covered in ZapThink’s existing research. 

ZapThink then calculates a range of market sizing numbers for incumbent 
markets based on existing third-party research for each of these incumbent 
markets. We then multiply the low, high, and average incumbent market 
numbers by the percentage of the incumbent market predicted to be SO by 
ZapThink’s analysis of the SO market trends. Therefore, it is also possible to 
input other third-party numbers in the place of the numbers in this report to 
obtain adjusted SO incumbent percentages based on third-party analyst 
research. 

Based on these calculations, ZapThink is then able to estimate the total market 
size for each core SO market, which is the sum of the new entrant contribution 
and the incumbent SO portion to each core SO market. From those values we 
can then calculate the portion of each SO market that is due to the new entrants 
in that market. 

4.2.4.2.4.2.4.2.    Core market numbersCore market numbersCore market numbersCore market numbers    

This section contains consistently calculated market predictions for each of the 
markets discussed in Section IV (SO Security including XML Appliances, SO 
Management, SOII, SOAI, and SO Process). Section 4.3 then contains market 
predictions for the overall SOAIF market. 

Each subsection in this section contains the following information: 

! A table with the raw data found in the graphs. 

! A graph showing the revenue of new entrants as a part of the total 
market for the core SO market in question. This graph is in logarithmic 
form due to the relative size difference between total market and new 
entrant numbers.  

! A graph showing the total SO market in question as a part of the total 
incumbent market, which includes both SO and non-SO components. 
This graph illustrates the trend of incumbents to Service-enable their 
existing software. 

! A line graph showing the high, low, and average market size numbers for 
the SO market in question. These ranges take into account the differing 
values of third-party incumbent predictions. The actual market size will 
be between the low and high numbers. 

! A percentage graph showing the percent of each incumbent market that 
is part of the total SO market in question. This graph also illustrates the 
trend of incumbents to Service-enable their existing software. 

! A percentage graph showing the percent of each SO market that is 
represented by new entrants. 

4.2.1. SO Security 

The SO Security market contains XML and Web Services security software 
products, and products that help enterprises secure their SOAs. This market 
belongs to the 3A security incumbent market. For more information on SO 
Security, please see ZapThink’s XML and Web Services Security report (ZTR-
WS104). 
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Table Table Table Table IVIVIVIV....1111: SO Security Market Data ($Millions): SO Security Market Data ($Millions): SO Security Market Data ($Millions): SO Security Market Data ($Millions)    

    2003200320032003    2004200420042004    2005200520052005    2006200620062006    2007200720072007    2008200820082008    2009200920092009    2010201020102010    
New Entrant $35.0 $100.0 $200.0 $220.0 $180.0 $120.0  $100.0 $65.0 

% of Incumbent that is SO 10% 30% 48% 64% 74% 80% 86% 90%

Total Market Size (Low) $567.2 $1,951.9 $3,637.1 $5,536.1 $7,310.2 $9,061.6  $11,250.2 $13,600.8 

Total Market Size (Avg) $594.7 $2,180.9 $4,210.1 $6,666.7 $9,177.1 $11,872.6  $15,381.7 $19,428.9 

Total Market Size (High) $622.2 $2,410.0 $4,783.0 $7,797.3 $11,043.9 $14,683.6  $19,513.2 $25,257.0 

Incumbent Market Size $5,596.8 $6,936.5 $8,354.3 $10,072.9 $12,158.2 $14,690.7  $17,769.4 $21,515.5 

% of Market that is New Entrant 6% 5% 5% 3% 2% 1% 1% 0%
 Source: Copyright © 2003 ZapThink, LLC 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....1111: SO Security: New Entrants vs. Total Market: SO Security: New Entrants vs. Total Market: SO Security: New Entrants vs. Total Market: SO Security: New Entrants vs. Total Market    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.1: 

! The window of opportunity for new entrants in the SO Security market 
exists through 2006-2007, when the incumbent market will come to 
dominate the SO Security space. 

! Opportunities for new entrants will peak in 2006 at $220 million. 

! The size of the new entrant market will go from approximately one order 
of magnitude to more than two orders of magnitude less than the total 
SO Security market size. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....2222: SO Security: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: SO Security: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: SO Security: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: SO Security: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.2: 

! The incumbent 3A security market will become primarily SO by 2005-
2006. 

! The total SO Security market will continue to show growth during 2004-
2010. 

! The Total SO Security market will reach $19.4 billion by 2010. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....3333: SO Security: Market Size Ranges: SO Security: Market Size Ranges: SO Security: Market Size Ranges: SO Security: Market Size Ranges    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.3: 
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! The total SO Security market size ranges from $567 million to $622 
million in 2003 to $13.6 billion to $25.3 billion in 2010, with expected 
sizes of $595 million in 2003 to $19.4 billion in 2010. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....4444: SO Security: Portion of Incumbent Market: SO Security: Portion of Incumbent Market: SO Security: Portion of Incumbent Market: SO Security: Portion of Incumbent Market    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.4: 

! Only 10% of the 3A Security market is SO in 2003, but that percentage 
will go to 90% by 2010. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....5555: SO Security: Portion of Market for New Entrants: SO Security: Portion of Market for New Entrants: SO Security: Portion of Market for New Entrants: SO Security: Portion of Market for New Entrants    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.5: 
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! The opportunities for new entrants in the SO Security market will never 
amount to more than a few percent of the total SO Security market. 

! As the SO Security market grows, the portion represented by new 
entrants will decrease, with new entrants becoming an insignificant 
portion of the market by 2007. 

4.2.2. XML Appliances 

The XML Appliances market contains hardware devices that provide security, 
transformation, routing, and/or acceleration of XML messages. XML appliances 
can have different form factors, including rack mount, blade, and PCI card. Most 
of the market for XML Appliances is for security, and thus ZapThink includes the 
numbers for the incumbent market for XML Appliances within the security 
appliances market. For more information on XML Appliances, please see 
ZapThink’s XML Proxies report (ZTR-DI101). 

Table Table Table Table IVIVIVIV....2222: XML Appliances Market Data ($Mill: XML Appliances Market Data ($Mill: XML Appliances Market Data ($Mill: XML Appliances Market Data ($Millions)ions)ions)ions)    

    2003200320032003    2004200420042004    2005200520052005    2006200620062006    2007200720072007    2008200820082008    2009200920092009    2010201020102010    
New entrant $26.7 $85.5 $152.6 $192.8 $255.5 $185.3  $115.0 $95.0 

% of Incumbent that is XML 1% 5% 12% 20% 38% 65% 85% 96%

Total Market Size (Low) $38.7 $153.0 $350.6 $566.8 $1,015.5 $1,550.3  $2,010.5 $2,639.0 

Total Market Size (Avg) $44.2 $185.5 $431.6 $709.8 $1,338.5 $2,167.8  $2,847.8 $3,479.0 

Total Market Size (High) $49.7 $218.0 $512.6 $852.8 $1,661.5 $2,785.3  $3,685.0 $4,319.0 

Incumbent Market Size $1,750.0 $2,000.0 $2,325.0 $2,585.0 $2,850.0 $3,050.0  $3,215.0 $3,525.0 

% of Market that is New Entrant 60% 46% 35% 27% 19% 9% 4% 3% 
 Source: Copyright © 2003 ZapThink, LLC 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....6666: XML Appliances: New Entrants vs. : XML Appliances: New Entrants vs. : XML Appliances: New Entrants vs. : XML Appliances: New Entrants vs. Total MarketTotal MarketTotal MarketTotal Market    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.6: 

The opportunities for 
new entrants in the 
SO Security market 
will never amount to 
more than a few 
percent of the total 
SO Security market. 
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! The window of opportunity for new entrants in the XML Appliance market 
exists through 2007-2008, when the incumbent market will come to 
dominate the SO Security space. 

! Opportunities for new entrants will peak in 2007 at $255.5 million. 

! The size of the new entrant market will go from being the majority of the 
total XML Appliance market to two orders of magnitude less than the 
total XML Appliance market size from 2004 to 2010. 

! There will be a steep drop-off in opportunity for new entrants in the 
2007-2009 timeframe, as incumbents move to consolidate the market, 
primarily through acquisitions. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....7777: XML Appliances: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: XML Appliances: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: XML Appliances: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: XML Appliances: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.7: 

! In 2003, the incumbents in the security appliance market offer virtually 
no XML Appliances, but by 2010, the incumbents will have entirely 
consolidated the market. 

! Incumbents won’t make their move to consolidate the XML Appliance 
market until the 2006-2007 timeframe. 

! The total market size for XML Appliances will range from $44 million in 
2003 to $3.5 billion by 2010, even as the overall security appliance 
market matures. 

There will be a steep 
drop-off in 
opportunity for new 
entrants in the 2007-
2009 timeframe, as 
incumbents move to 
consolidate the 
market, primarily 
through acquisitions. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure IIIIVVVV....8888: XML Appliances: Market Size Ranges: XML Appliances: Market Size Ranges: XML Appliances: Market Size Ranges: XML Appliances: Market Size Ranges    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.8: 

! The total XML Appliance market size ranges from $38.7 million to $49.7 
million in 2003 to $2.6 billion to $4.3 billion in 2010, with expected 
sizes of $44.2 million in 2003 to $3.5 billion in 2010. 

! The XML Appliance market is set to explode in the 2007-2008 
timeframe, as incumbents move to consolidate the market. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....9999: XML Appliances: Portion: XML Appliances: Portion: XML Appliances: Portion: XML Appliances: Portion of Incumbent Market of Incumbent Market of Incumbent Market of Incumbent Market    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.9: 
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! An insignificant portion of the security appliance market is SO in 2003, 
but that percentage will go to 95% by 2010. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....10101010: XML Appliances: Portion of Market for New Entrants: XML Appliances: Portion of Market for New Entrants: XML Appliances: Portion of Market for New Entrants: XML Appliances: Portion of Market for New Entrants    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.10: 

! New entrants account for 60% of the total XML Appliance market in 
2003, but as that market is still very small, this percentage is not 
particularly significant. 

! As the SO Security market grows, the portion represented by new 
entrants will decrease, with new entrants dropping to less than 5% of 
the total XML Appliance market by 2009. 

4.2.3. SO Management 

The SO Management market Web Services management products as well as 
products specifically intended to help enterprises manage their SOAs. This 
market will over time be subsumed within the greater system management 
incumbent market. For more information on SO Management, please see 
ZapThink’s Service-Oriented Management report (ZTR-WS106). 

Table Table Table Table IVIVIVIV....3333: SO Manag: SO Manag: SO Manag: SO Management Market Data ($Millions)ement Market Data ($Millions)ement Market Data ($Millions)ement Market Data ($Millions)    

    2003200320032003    2004200420042004    2005200520052005    2006200620062006    2007200720072007    2008200820082008    2009200920092009    2010201020102010    
New entrant $30.0 $250.0 $350.0 $310.0 $260.0  $195.0  $110.0 $90.0 

% of Incumbent that is SO 1% 6% 40% 63% 71% 77% 82% 85%

Total Market Size (Low) $166.8 $1,201.8 $7,647.1 $13,411.9 $16,797.6  $19,923.6  $23,010.5 $25,490.1 

Total Market Size (Avg) $194.3 $1,368.1 $8,778.5 $15,262.8 $19,095.8  $22,848.7  $26,760.1 $30,373.6 

Total Market Size (High) $221.8 $1,534.4 $9,910.0 $17,113.6 $21,394.1  $25,773.9  $30,509.6 $35,257.2 

Incumbent Market Size $16,428.1 $18,634.6 $21,071.4 $23,734.6 $26,529.4  $29,420.4  $32,500.1 $35,627.8 

% of Market that is New Entrant 15% 18% 4% 2% 1% 1% 0% 0%
 Source: Copyright © 2003 ZapThink, LLC 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....11111111: SO Management: New Entrants vs. Total Market: SO Management: New Entrants vs. Total Market: SO Management: New Entrants vs. Total Market: SO Management: New Entrants vs. Total Market    
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 Source: Copyright © 2003 ZapThink, LLC 

Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.11: 

! The window of opportunity for new entrants in the SO Management 
market exists through 2005-2006, when the incumbent market will 
come to dominate the SO Management space. 

! Opportunities for new entrants will peak in 2005 at $350 million. 

! The size of the new entrant market will go from approximately one order 
of magnitude to 2.5 orders of magnitude less than the total SO 
Management market size from 2004 to 2010. 

! There will continue to be opportunities for new entrants in the SO 
Management market through 2010, but these opportunities will remain 
modest as compared to the total SO Management market. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....12121212: SO Management: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: SO Management: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: SO Management: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: SO Management: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.12: 

! The incumbent system management market will become primarily SO by 
2006. 

! The total SO Management market will continue to show growth during 
2004-2010. 

! The Total SO Management market will reach $30.4 billion by 2010. 

FFFFigure igure igure igure IVIVIVIV....13131313: SO Management: Market Size Ranges: SO Management: Market Size Ranges: SO Management: Market Size Ranges: SO Management: Market Size Ranges    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.13: 

! The total SO Management market size ranges from $167 million to 
$222 million in 2003 to $25.5 billion to $35.3 billion in 2010, with 
expected sizes of $194 million in 2003 to $30.4 billion in 2010. 

! The SO Management market will see a dramatic increase in 2004-2005, 
as large incumbents move to consolidate the market. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....14141414: SO Management: Portion of Incumbent Market: SO Management: Portion of Incumbent Market: SO Management: Portion of Incumbent Market: SO Management: Portion of Incumbent Market    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.14: 

! An insignificant portion of the system management market is SO in 
2003, but that percentage will go to 85% by 2010. 

! Incumbents will move to consolidate the SO Management market in 
2004-2005. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....15151515: SO Management: Portion of Market for New Entrants: SO Management: Portion of Market for New Entrants: SO Management: Portion of Market for New Entrants: SO Management: Portion of Market for New Entrants    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.15: 

! The opportunities for new entrants in the SO Management market will 
peak in 2004-2005, and drop off rapidly thereafter as incumbents move 
to consolidate the market. 

! As the SO Management market grows, the portion represented by new 
entrants will decrease, with new entrants becoming an insignificant 
portion of the market by 2006. 

4.2.4. SO Information Integration 

The SO Information Integration (SOII) market contains data integration and 
semantic integration products that offer a Services interface suitable for 
incorporating into an SOA. This market belongs to the data integration incumbent 
market. For more information on SOII, please see ZapThink’s Service-Oriented 
Integration Report (ZTR-WS103). 

Table Table Table Table IVIVIVIV....4444: SO Information Integration Market Data ($Millions): SO Information Integration Market Data ($Millions): SO Information Integration Market Data ($Millions): SO Information Integration Market Data ($Millions)    

    2003200320032003    2004200420042004    2005200520052005    2006200620062006    2007200720072007    2008200820082008    2009200920092009    2010201020102010    
New entrant $68.0 $120.0 $165.0 $180.0 $195.0 $225.0  $187.0 $170.0 

% of Incumbent that is SO 12% 24% 31% 42% 51% 60% 68% 73%

Total Market Size (Low) $320.0 $672.0 $940.0 $1,314.0 $1,776.0 $2,205.0  $2,635.0 $3,017.0 

Total Market Size (Avg) $428.0 $888.0 $1,312.0 $1,818.0 $2,362.5 $2,940.0  $3,417.0 $3,856.5 

Total Market Size (High) $536.0 $1,104.0 $1,684.0 $2,322.0 $2,949.0 $3,675.0  $4,199.0 $4,696.0 

Incumbent Market Size $3,000.0 $3,200.0 $3,700.0 $3,900.0 $4,250.0 $4,525.0  $4,750.0 $5,050.0 

% of Market that is New Entrant 16% 14% 13% 10% 8% 8% 5% 4%
 Source: Copyright © 2003 ZapThink, LLC 

The opportunities for 
new entrants in the 
SO Management 
market will peak in 
2004-2005, and drop 
off rapidly thereafter 
as incumbents move 
to consolidate the 
market. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....16161616: SOII: New Entrants vs. Total Mar: SOII: New Entrants vs. Total Mar: SOII: New Entrants vs. Total Mar: SOII: New Entrants vs. Total Marketketketket    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.16: 

! The window of opportunity for new entrants in the SOII market exists 
through 2008-2009, when the incumbent market will gradually begin to 
dominate the SOII space. 

! Opportunities for new entrants will peak in 2008 at $225 million. 

! The size of the new entrant market will go from approximately one order 
of magnitude to 1.5 orders of magnitude less than the total SOII market 
size from 2004 to 2010. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....17171717: SOII: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: SOII: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: SOII: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: SOII: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.17: 

! The incumbent data integration market will become primarily SO by 
2006-2007. 

! The total SOII market will continue to show steady growth during 2004-
2010. 

! The Total SOII market will reach $3.9 billion by 2010. 

! The growth pattern for the SOII market relative to the data integration 
market is more gradual and consistent than core SO markets, because 
SOII is a more difficult problem than SOAI, and also depends on 
companies solving application integration problems. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....18181818: SOII: Market Size Ranges: SOII: Market Size Ranges: SOII: Market Size Ranges: SOII: Market Size Ranges    

SO Information Integration: Total Market Size Ranges
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.18: 

! The total SOII market size ranges from $320 million to $536 million in 
2003 to $3.0 billion to $4.7 billion in 2010, with expected sizes of $428 
million in 2003 to $3.9 billion in 2010. 

The growth pattern 
for the SOII market 
relative to the data 
integration market is 
more gradual and 
consistent than core 
SO markets, because 
SOII is a more difficult 
problem than SOAI, 
and also depends on 
companies solving 
application 
integration problems. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....19191919: SOII: Portion of Incumbent Market: SOII: Portion of Incumbent Market: SOII: Portion of Incumbent Market: SOII: Portion of Incumbent Market    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.19: 

! Less than 15% of the data integration market is SO in 2003, but that 
percentage will go to about 75% by 2010. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....20202020: SOII: Portion of Market for New Entrants: SOII: Portion of Market for New Entrants: SOII: Portion of Market for New Entrants: SOII: Portion of Market for New Entrants    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.20: 

! The opportunities for new entrants in the SOII market will never amount 
to more than about 15% percent of the total SOII market. 
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! As the SOII market grows, the portion represented by new entrants will 
decrease, but there will still be a significant opportunity for new entrants 
through 2010. 

4.2.5. SO Application Integration 

The SO Application Integration (SOAI) market contains Enterprise Service Bus 
(ESB) products and other products that take a SO approach to application 
integration. This market is currently dominated by the application integration 
incumbent market. 

Table Table Table Table IVIVIVIV....5555: SO Application Integration Market Data ($Millions): SO Application Integration Market Data ($Millions): SO Application Integration Market Data ($Millions): SO Application Integration Market Data ($Millions)    

    2003200320032003    2004200420042004    2005200520052005    2006200620062006    2007200720072007    2008200820082008    2009200920092009    2010201020102010    
New entrant $77.0 $120.0 $175.0 $155.0 $132.0 $108.0  $72.0 $48.0 

% of Incumbent that is SO 4% 12% 32% 48% 69% 75% 82% 89%

Total Market Size (Low) $255.0 $686.1 $1,771.8 $2,603.0 $3,789.0 $4,158.0  $4,582.0 $5,165.5 

Total Market Size (Avg) $296.0 $823.1 $2,157.4 $3,251.0 $4,755.0 $5,264.3  $5,812.0 $6,522.8 

Total Market Size (High) $337.0 $960.0 $2,543.0 $3,899.0 $5,721.0 $6,370.5  $7,042.0 $7,880.0 

Incumbent Market Size $5,475.0 $5,858.8 $6,195.0 $6,450.0 $6,700.0 $6,875.0  $7,000.0 $7,275.0 

% of Market that is New Entrant 26% 15% 8% 5% 3% 2% 1% 1%
 Source: Copyright © 2003 ZapThink, LLC 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....21212121: SOAI: New Entrants vs. Total Market: SOAI: New Entrants vs. Total Market: SOAI: New Entrants vs. Total Market: SOAI: New Entrants vs. Total Market    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.21: 

! The window of opportunity for new entrants in the SOAI market exists 
through 2005-2006, when the incumbent market will come to dominate 
the SOAI space. 

! Opportunities for new entrants will peak in 2005 at $175 million. 
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! The size of the new entrant market will go from more than half of the 
total SOAI market in 2003 to 2.5 orders of magnitude less than the total 
SOAI market size by 2010. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....22222222: SOAI: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: SOAI: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: SOAI: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: SOAI: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.22: 

! The incumbent SOAI market will become primarily SO by 2006-2007. 

! The total SOAI market will continue to show rapid growth during 2004-
2010. 

! The Total SOAI market will reach $6.5 billion by 2010. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....23232323: SOAI: Market Size Ranges: SOAI: Market Size Ranges: SOAI: Market Size Ranges: SOAI: Market Size Ranges    

SO Application Integration: Total Market Size Ranges
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.23: 

! The total SOAI market size ranges from $255 million to $337 million in 
2003 to $5.2 billion to $7.9 billion in 2010, with expected sizes of $296 
million in 2003 to $6.5 billion in 2010. 

! Application integration vendors will become SO quite rapidly in the 
2004-2006 period as the market for Enterprise Application Integration 
(EAI) solutions becomes SO, and then that growth will slow down 
somewhat after 2007. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....24242424: SOAI: Portion of Incumbent Market: SOAI: Portion of Incumbent Market: SOAI: Portion of Incumbent Market: SOAI: Portion of Incumbent Market    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.24: 

! Less than 5% of the application integration market is SO in 2003, but 
that percentage will go to about 90% by 2010. 

! The majority of existing integration solutions will be SO by 2007, with the 
EAI, EII, ETL, and ESB markets completely subsumed by that point. 

Application 
integration vendors 
will become Service-
oriented quite rapidly 
in the 2004-2006 
period as the market 
for Enterprise 
Application 
Integration solutions 
becomes Service-
oriented, and then 
that growth will slow 
down somewhat after 
2007. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....25252525: SOAI: Portion of Market for New Entrants: SOAI: Portion of Market for New Entrants: SOAI: Portion of Market for New Entrants: SOAI: Portion of Market for New Entrants    

SO Application Integration: Portion of Market for New Entrants 
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.25: 

! The opportunities for new entrants in the SOAI market will be a 
substantial portion of the SOAI market through 2004. However, 
opportunities for new entrants will rapidly drop off by 2006. 

! As the SOAI market grows, the portion represented by new entrants will 
decrease, with new entrants becoming an insignificant portion of the 
market by 2009. 

4.2.6. SO Process 

The SO Process market contains business process management, automation, 
and modeling products that both consume Services and expose processes as 
Services. This market is contained within the existing business process 
management (BPM) incumbent market. 

Table Table Table Table IVIVIVIV....6666: SO Process Market Data ($Millions): SO Process Market Data ($Millions): SO Process Market Data ($Millions): SO Process Market Data ($Millions)    

    2003200320032003    2004200420042004    2005200520052005    2006200620062006    2007200720072007    2008200820082008    2009200920092009    2010201020102010    
New entrant $68.0 $140.0 $260.0 $254.0 $210.0 $185.0  $167.0 $160.0 

% of Incumbent that is SO 2% 11% 24% 40% 58% 72% 78% 83%

Total Market Size (Low) $85.0 $261.0 $584.0 $862.0 $1,236.6 $1,567.4  $1,727.0 $1,903.0 

Total Market Size (Avg) $92.0 $310.5 $674.0 $1,008.0 $1,419.3 $1,830.2  $2,066.3 $2,318.0 

Total Market Size (High) $99.0 $360.0 $764.0 $1,154.0 $1,602.0 $2,093.0  $2,405.6 $2,733.0 

Incumbent Market Size $1,200.0 $1,550.0 $1,725.0 $1,885.0 $2,085.0 $2,285.0  $2,435.0 $2,600.0 

% of Market that is New Entrant 74% 45% 39% 25% 15% 10% 8% 7%
 Source: Copyright © 2003 ZapThink, LLC 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....26262626: SO Process: New Entrants vs. Total Market: SO Process: New Entrants vs. Total Market: SO Process: New Entrants vs. Total Market: SO Process: New Entrants vs. Total Market    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.26: 

! The window of opportunity for new entrants in the SO Process market 
will be strongest through 2006-2007, but will continue to remain open 
through 2010. 

! Opportunities for new entrants will peak in 2005 at $260 million, but 
will continue to remain strong thereafter. 

! The size of the new entrant market will go from being the majority of the 
SO Process market to one order of magnitude less than the total SO 
Process market size. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....27272727: SO Process: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: SO Process: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: SO Process: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market: SO Process: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.27: 

! The incumbent BPM market will become primarily SO by 2006-2007. 

! The total SO Process market will continue to show growth during 2004-
2010. 

! The Total SO Process market will reach $2.3 billion by 2010. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....28282828: SO Process: Market Size Ranges: SO Process: Market Size Ranges: SO Process: Market Size Ranges: SO Process: Market Size Ranges    

SO Process: Total Market Size Ranges
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.28: 

! The total SO Process market size ranges from $85 million to $99 million 
in 2003 to $1.9 billion to $2.7 billion in 2010, with expected sizes of 
$92 million in 2003 to $2.3 billion in 2010. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....29292929: SO Process: Portion of Incumbent Market: SO Process: Portion of Incumbent Market: SO Process: Portion of Incumbent Market: SO Process: Portion of Incumbent Market    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.29: 

! An insignificant portion of the BPM market is SO in 2003, but that 
percentage will go to about 85% by 2010. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....30303030: SO Process: Portion of Market for New Entrants: SO Process: Portion of Market for New Entrants: SO Process: Portion of Market for New Entrants: SO Process: Portion of Market for New Entrants    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.30: 

! The opportunities for new entrants in the SO Process market will be very 
strong though 2005-2006, and will remain reasonably strong through 
2010. 

! As the SO Process market grows, the portion represented by new 
entrants will decrease, with new entrants becoming less than 10% of the 
market by 2008. 

4.3.4.3.4.3.4.3.    SOAIF market numbersSOAIF market numbersSOAIF market numbersSOAIF market numbers    

The SOA Implementation Framework (SOAIF) market includes products that offer 
a broad, complete range of technology that helps enterprises build, run, and 
manage SOAs. Products in the SOAIF market, once it forms, will contain features 
from the SO Security, SO Management, SOAI, SO Process, and SO Tools market, 
as well as incorporating much of the functionality of application server platforms 
(and the corresponding capabilities in the Windows platform). Because Microsoft 
promises to be a major SOAIF vendor, and they incorporate platform capabilities 
into Windows, the incumbent markets for the SOAIF market include both 
application server platforms as well as the Windows Server market. 

It is important to point out that the numbers appearing in the tables and charts 
in Section 4.2 do not represent the consolidation of the core SO markets into the 
SOAIF market. In this section, however, this report predicts what portion of those 
SO markets, as well as the platform incumbent markets, will be subsumed into 
the SOAIF market over time. 

Products in the SOA 
Implementation 
Framework market 
will contain features 
from the Service-
Oriented Security, 
Service-Oriented 
Management, 
Service-Oriented 
Application 
Integration, Service-
Oriented Process, and 
Service-Oriented 
Tools market, as well 
as incorporating 
much of the 
functionality of 
application server 
platforms (and the 
corresponding 
capabilities in the 
Windows platform). 
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Table Table Table Table IVIVIVIV....7777: SOA Implementation Framework Market Data ($Millions): SOA Implementation Framework Market Data ($Millions): SOA Implementation Framework Market Data ($Millions): SOA Implementation Framework Market Data ($Millions)    

    2003200320032003    2004200420042004    2005200520052005    2006200620062006    2007200720072007    2008200820082008    2009200920092009    2010201020102010    
Core SO Markets $1,649.2 $5,756.1 $17,563.6 $28,716.2 $38,148.2  $46,923.6  $56,284.9 $65,978.8 

Incumbent Platform Markets $13,758.1 $15,921.6 $18,434.3 $20,990.7 $23,923.7  $27,308.0  $31,219.1 $35,746.4 
% Incumbent Platform that is 
SOAIF 0% 0% 20% 40% 65% 75% 80% 85%

% Core Market that is SOAIF 0% 0% 5% 15% 35% 60% 70% 75%
SOAIF from Incumbent Platform 
Markets $0.0 $0.0 $2,209.9 $4,525.6 $7,105.4  $9,585.1  $10,826.8 $11,796.3 
SOAIF from Core Markets $0.0 $0.0 $2,166.4 $7,148.2 $15,716.9  $23,730.0  $28,069.3 $31,295.6 
SOAIF Market $0.0 $0.0 $4,376.3 $11,673.8 $22,822.2  $33,315.1  $38,896.1 $43,091.9 

 Source: Copyright © 2003 ZapThink, LLC 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....31313131: SOAIF Market by Component: SOAIF Market by Component: SOAIF Market by Component: SOAIF Market by Component    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.31: 

! The SOAIF market will begin to form in 2005. In 2004, the market will 
see the platform vendors (including Microsoft) adding functionality to 
their product offerings as they build out products that will become 
SOAIFs. 

! About one third of the SOAIF market will be the result of platform 
vendors (including Microsoft) building out SOAIF capabilities in their 
platforms, and the remaining two thirds will be core SO market vendors 
as their markets consolidate. 

! The total SOAIF market opportunity will go from $4.4 billion in 2005 to 
$43 billion by 2010.  

The SOA 
Implementation 
Framework market 
will begin to form in 
2005. In 2004, the 
market will see the 
platform vendors 
(including Microsoft) 
adding functionality 
to their product 
offerings as they build 
out products that will 
become SOA 
Implementation 
Frameworks. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV....32323232: SOAIF: SO Markets and Platform Comparison: SOAIF: SO Markets and Platform Comparison: SOAIF: SO Markets and Platform Comparison: SOAIF: SO Markets and Platform Comparison    
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Key points to be drawn from Figure IV.32: 

! While core SO markets show continual growth through the 2004-2010 
time period, the SOAIF market begins in 2005, but shows more rapid 
growth than the core SO markets. 

! The incumbent platform markets (including the Windows server market) 
dwarfs the core SO markets through 2004 and the SOAIF market 
through 2006, but after that point, the platform markets plateau as they 
become the SOAIF market. 

4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.    Who will win the SOAIF battle?Who will win the SOAIF battle?Who will win the SOAIF battle?Who will win the SOAIF battle?    

It’s far too early to call a winner in the SOAIF battle, of course, as ZapThink is 
predicting this market won’t even form until 2005. However, it is possible to 
comment on different companies’ chances of building successful SOAIF 
solutions, as shown in Table IV.8 below.  
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Table Table Table Table IVIVIVIV....8888: SOAIF Contenders: SOAIF Contenders: SOAIF Contenders: SOAIF Contenders    

VendorVendorVendorVendor    CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

IBM 

IBMIBMIBMIBM has the most complete SOAIF vision to date, in the 
form of their On Demand Operating Environment. They 
have a platform that supports integration (WebSphere), 
as well as management (Tivoli) and tools (Rational). 
Their SO Security story to date has primarily been filled 
in by partners. As their software product line matures, 
ZapThink predicts IBM will be an early leader in the 
SOAIF space. 

Microsoft 

MicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoft’s Longhorn wave, containing their new 
operating system and associated products and 
approaches to be released in the 2005-2006 timeframe 
promises to have many of the capabilities of an SOAIF. 
It’s still unclear whether Microsoft will offer the security 
and management capabilities an SOAIF needs, or will 
rely upon partners to contribute those pieces of the 
puzzle. 

BEA Systems 

BEA SystemsBEA SystemsBEA SystemsBEA Systems has one of the most coherent platform 
strategies in the market, and they are clearly planning to 
grow the capabilities of their WebLogic platform over 
time. It currently offers integration, security, and tools, 
and is appropriate for building SOAs. 

    
Computer 
Associates and 
HP 

Neither Computer AssociatesComputer AssociatesComputer AssociatesComputer Associates nor HPHPHPHP has stated plans to 
round out their software offerings to the integration or 
architecture markets. Both are strong in management, 
and CA is also strong in security, but the platform space 
is too competitive for new players to enter at this time. 

EAI vendors 

EAI vendors, including webMethodswebMethodswebMethodswebMethods, TIBCOTIBCOTIBCOTIBCO, SeeBeyondSeeBeyondSeeBeyondSeeBeyond, 
and others, realize that their traditional business is 
declining rapidly, to be replaced by SO approaches to 
integration. As a result, each of these vendors is 
scrambling for such new approaches. webMethods is 
looking to be an SOAIF, but it is not yet clear whether 
they will have all the capabilities they need when the 
market gets off the ground. Other vendors like TIBCO are 
focusing on process, and may find themselves limited to 
a part of the SO market. 

Incumbent 
distributed 
computing 
Vendors 

There are many other existing vendors in a variety of 
incumbent markets that will participate in the shift to 
the SOAIF, including BorlandBorlandBorlandBorland, IONAIONAIONAIONA, Software AGSoftware AGSoftware AGSoftware AG, and 
others. As the entire distributed computing market will 
become SO, each of these vendors will need to Service-
enable their products, and in fact, most are doing so 
already. They will each need to continue to innovate and 
remain nimble, as the markets they participate in shift. 

New Entrants, 
including ESB 
vendors 

Because of the complexity of the SOAIF, it’s unlikely any 
new entrant will be able to compete with the likes of IBM 
with a full-featured SOAIF. Instead, new entrants will 
continue to fill in the niches around the large vendors by 
innovating pieces of the overall solution. Nevertheless, 
“unlikely” doesn’t mean “impossible,” and there’s 
always a chance a new player will roll out a complete 
SOAIF that can compete with the incumbent vendors. 

BEA SystemsBEA SystemsBEA SystemsBEA Systems    
BorlandBorlandBorlandBorland    
ComputerComputerComputerComputer Associates Associates Associates Associates    
HPHPHPHP    
IBMIBMIBMIBM    
IONAIONAIONAIONA    
MicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoft    
SeeBeyondSeeBeyondSeeBeyondSeeBeyond    
Software AGSoftware AGSoftware AGSoftware AG    
TIBCOTIBCOTIBCOTIBCO    
webMethodswebMethodswebMethodswebMethods    

" Vendor Focus 
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V.V.V.V.    ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    
Unlike the bubble-driven delusions of last decade’s Internet buildout, where new 
markets formed in order to “stake out territory” in as-yet undefined markets, the 
opportunities for startups and other new entrants in the SO space are limited. 
This conclusion is somewhat ironic considering ZapThink’s predictions that the 
entire distributed computing world will become SO. The reason that this trend 
limits opportunities for new players is that existing incumbent vendors are as a 
rule fully aware of the trend toward SO, and realize that they must move into this 
“next big thing” to continue growing.  

Furthermore, the core innovations behind the SO movement center on the 
adoption of open standards. Such adoption does not place a high barrier to entry 
for companies looking to participate in new markets, by design. After all, the 
whole idea behind creating open standards is to encourage the adoption of 
those standards. Therefore, simply adopting standards is not a viable business 
strategy. Instead, innovation must focus on other problem areas in order to 
provide barriers to entry, and thus long-term opportunities for new entrants. In 
addition, many of these emerging markets are logical extensions of existing 
markets that incumbent vendors dominate. As a result, these incumbents can 
easily duplicate or acquire the innovations of new entrants as they seek to 
expand their share of the IT pie. 

For established vendors the market pressures and associated opportunities 
relating to the shift to SO may be more cultural than technical. Vendors must 
take the move toward standards-based computing to heart, and build solutions 
that truly interoperate with other solutions, and yet still provides sufficient value 
to customers that the vendor maintains its competitive advantage. For vendors 
who have been relying upon some measure of proprietary customer lock-in, this 
change may be painful, and some vendors will fail because of their inability to 
make this transition. 

As for the core SO markets, the greatest opportunities moving forward lie in the 
SO Process and SO Tools areas, as these markets are still quite nascent. The SO 
Security, SO Management, and SOAI markets are already crowded, and 
incumbents will be looking to consolidate these markets soon. In addition, there 
will continue to be great opportunities in the SOII market, because the buildout 
of SOAs will lead to an increased demand for information integration. 

For IT end-users, ZapThink’s greatest recommendation is one of cautious, but 
forward-looking innovation. Companies are striving to seek the benefits that SOA 
represent. However, there are many increasingly complete SO solutions on the 
market that are as yet still immature, and as a result, hasty implementations 
might result in a jumble of products that may not work together to efficiently 
enable an SOA. On the other hand, waiting for SOAIF products to come on the 
market may cause a company to lose some competitive advantage, or needlessly 
postpone the solution to expensive integration issues. Thus, ZapThink 
recommends that companies implement SOAs incrementally, continuously 
scanning the vendor landscape to re-evaluate solutions as the inevitable 
movement to the SOAIF progresses. 

 

Vendors must take 
the move toward 
standards-based 
computing to heart, 
and build solutions 
that truly interoperate 
with other solutions, 
and yet still provides 
sufficient value to 
customers. 
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5.1.5.1.5.1.5.1.    Key notesKey notesKey notesKey notes    

! At this point in time, the market for Web Services and SO products are 
exceptionally dynamic, as several technology and business forces buffet 
the players. 

! Web Services by themselves do not form a product category in their own 
right, because they are interfaces to something else, rather than 
software themselves. 

! Service Orientation as a market is a transitional phenomenon. 

! The wave of innovation characterized by the SO movement will offer 
substantial, continuing opportunities, both for new entrants and 
incumbents. 

! In any emerging market, there is a turning point when consolidation 
comes to dominate innovation. 

! For new entrants now in the market, 2004 promises to be a make-or-
break year. 

! For each segment of the software market (as well as selected hardware 
segments), the overall movement toward SO is leading toward one or 
more shifts in product categories, as Web Services and other SO 
functionality becomes an integral part of so many different products in 
the marketplace. 

! Gone for good are the days of proprietary, tightly coupled software suites 
that lock customers into a single vendor. 

! Vendors in the Service-Oriented Security and Service-Oriented 
Management markets are rapidly adding functionality typically 
associated with products from other markets to their own products, thus 
breaking down the distinctions between each other as well as between 
their markets and the nascent SOA Implementation Framework market. 

! Fundamentally, all software in the SO world will integrate out of the box. 

! No line-of-business executive wants to spend money on integration. The 
only reason they do so is because integration is a problem. If at some 
point that problem is addressed architecturally, rather than through 
distinct products, then resources will have to no longer go toward 
integration. 

! The transition to Service Orientation raises the integration problem to 
the information and semantic levels. 

! The transition to SOAs represents a broad shift as well as a large 
number of smaller shifts. 

! The Service-Oriented Security and Service-Oriented Management 
markets are the most mature as of the date of this report. The Service-
Oriented Process and Service-Oriented Tools markets are less mature, 
and thus represent greater opportunities in 2004 for new entrants. 

! Many vendors are adding functionality to their products that may appear 
to be functionality provided by a different market segment than where 
they might be focused. Such maneuvering tends to confuse the 
marketplace. 
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! The SOA Implementation Framework can be thought of as the 
technology behind On Demand. 

! The window of opportunity for new entrants in the SO Security market 
exists through 2006-2007, when the incumbent market will come to 
dominate the SO Security space. 

! Opportunities for new entrants will peak in 2006 at $220 million. 

! The size of the new entrant market will go from approximately one order 
of magnitude to more than two orders of magnitude less than the total 
SO Security market size. 

! The incumbent 3A security market will become primarily SO by 2005-
2006. 

! The total SO Security market will continue to show growth during 2004-
2010. 

! The Total SO Security market will reach $19.4 billion by 2010. 

! The total SO Security market size ranges from $567 million to $622 
million in 2003 to $13.6 billion to $25.3 billion in 2010, with expected 
sizes of $595 million in 2003 to $19.4 billion in 2010. 

! Only 10% of the 3A Security market is SO in 2003, but that percentage 
will go to 90% by 2010. 

! The opportunities for new entrants in the SO Security market will never 
amount to more than a few percent of the total SO Security market. 

! As the SO Security market grows, the portion represented by new 
entrants will decrease, with new entrants becoming an insignificant 
portion of the market by 2007. 

! The window of opportunity for new entrants in the XML Appliance market 
exists through 2007-2008, when the incumbent market will come to 
dominate the SO Security space. 

! Opportunities for new entrants will peak in 2007 at $255.5 million. 

! The size of the new entrant market will go from being the majority of the 
total XML Appliance market to two orders of magnitude less than the 
total XML Appliance market size from 2004 to 2010. 

! There will be a steep drop-off in opportunity for new entrants in the 
2007-2009 timeframe, as incumbents move to consolidate the market, 
primarily through acquisitions. 

! In 2003, the incumbents in the security appliance market offer virtually 
no XML Appliances, but by 2010, the incumbents will have entirely 
consolidated the market. 

! Incumbents won’t make their move to consolidate the XML Appliance 
market until the 2006-2007 timeframe. 

! The total market size for XML Appliances will range from $44 million in 
2003 to $3.5 billion by 2010, even as the overall security appliance 
market matures. 

! The total XML Appliance market size ranges from $38.7 million to $49.7 
million in 2003 to $2.6 billion to $4.3 billion in 2010, with expected 
sizes of $44.2 million in 2003 to $3.5 billion in 2010. 

! The XML Appliance market is set to explode in the 2007-2008 
timeframe, as incumbents move to consolidate the market. 
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! An insignificant portion of the security appliance market is SO in 2003, 
but that percentage will go to 95% by 2010. 

! New entrants account for 60% of the total XML Appliance market in 
2003, but as that market is still very small, this percentage is not 
particularly significant. 

! As the SO Security market grows, the portion represented by new 
entrants will decrease, with new entrants dropping to less than 5% of 
the total XML Appliance market by 2009. 

! The window of opportunity for new entrants in the SO Management 
market exists through 2005-2006, when the incumbent market will 
come to dominate the SO Management space. 

! Opportunities for new entrants will peak in 2005 at $350 million. 

! The size of the new entrant market will go from approximately one order 
of magnitude to 2.5 orders of magnitude less than the total SO 
Management market size from 2004 to 2010. 

! There will continue to be opportunities for new entrants in the SO 
Management market through 2010, but these opportunities will remain 
modest as compared to the total SO Management market. 

! The incumbent system management market will become primarily SO by 
2006. 

! The total SO Management market will continue to show growth during 
2004-2010. 

! The Total SO Management market will reach $30.4 billion by 2010. 

! The total SO Management market size ranges from $167 million to 
$222 million in 2003 to $25.5 billion to $35.3 billion in 2010, with 
expected sizes of $194 million in 2003 to $30.4 billion in 2010. 

! The SO Management market will see a dramatic increase in 2004-2005, 
as large incumbents move to consolidate the market. 

! An insignificant portion of the system management market is SO in 
2003, but that percentage will go to 85% by 2010. 

! Incumbents will move to consolidate the SO Management market in 
2004-2005. 

! The opportunities for new entrants in the SO Management market will 
peak in 2004-2005, and drop off rapidly thereafter as incumbents move 
to consolidate the market. 

! As the SO Management market grows, the portion represented by new 
entrants will decrease, with new entrants becoming an insignificant 
portion of the market by 2006. 

! The window of opportunity for new entrants in the SOII market exists 
through 2008-2009, when the incumbent market will gradually begin to 
dominate the SOII space. 

! Opportunities for new entrants will peak in 2008 at $225 million. 

! The size of the new entrant market will go from approximately one order 
of magnitude to 1.5 orders of magnitude less than the total SOII market 
size from 2004 to 2010. 

! The incumbent data integration market will become primarily SO by 
2006-2007. 
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! The total SOII market will continue to show steady growth during 2004-
2010. 

! The Total SOII market will reach $3.9 billion by 2010. 

! The growth pattern for the SOII market relative to the data integration 
market is more gradual and consistent than core SO markets, because 
SOII is a more difficult problem than SOAI, and also depends on 
companies solving application integration problems. 

! The total SOII market size ranges from $320 million to $536 million in 
2003 to $3.0 billion to $4.7 billion in 2010, with expected sizes of $428 
million in 2003 to $3.9 billion in 2010. 

! Less than 15% of the data integration market is SO in 2003, but that 
percentage will go to about 75% by 2010. 

! The opportunities for new entrants in the SOII market will never amount 
to more than about 15% percent of the total SOII market. 

! As the SOII market grows, the portion represented by new entrants will 
decrease, but there will still be a significant opportunity for new entrants 
through 2010. 

! The window of opportunity for new entrants in the SOAI market exists 
through 2005-2006, when the incumbent market will come to dominate 
the SOAI space. 

! Opportunities for new entrants will peak in 2005 at $175 million. 

! The size of the new entrant market will go from more than half of the 
total SOAI market in 2003 to 2.5 orders of magnitude less than the total 
SOAI market size by 2010. 

! The incumbent SOAI market will become primarily SO by 2006-2007. 

! The total SOAI market will continue to show rapid growth during 2004-
2010. 

! The Total SOAI market will reach $6.5 billion by 2010. 

! The total SOAI market size ranges from $255 million to $337 million in 
2003 to $5.2 billion to $7.9 billion in 2010, with expected sizes of $296 
million in 2003 to $6.5 billion in 2010. 

! Application integration vendors will become SO quite rapidly in the 
2004-2006 period as the market for Enterprise Application Integration 
(EAI) solutions becomes SO, and then that growth will slow down 
somewhat after 2007. 

! Less than 5% of the application integration market is SO in 2003, but 
that percentage will go to about 90% by 2010. 

! The majority of existing integration solutions will be SO by 2007, with the 
EAI, EII, ETL, and ESB markets completely subsumed by that point. 

! The opportunities for new entrants in the SOAI market will be a 
substantial portion of the SOAI market through 2004. However, 
opportunities for new entrants will rapidly drop off by 2006. 

! As the SOAI market grows, the portion represented by new entrants will 
decrease, with new entrants becoming an insignificant portion of the 
market by 2009. 
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! The window of opportunity for new entrants in the SO Process market 
will be strongest through 2006-2007, but will continue to remain open 
through 2010. 

! Opportunities for new entrants will peak in 2005 at $260 million, but 
will continue to remain strong thereafter. 

! The size of the new entrant market will go from being the majority of the 
SO Process market to one order of magnitude less than the total SO 
Process market size. 

! The incumbent BPM market will become primarily SO by 2006-2007. 

! The total SO Process market will continue to show growth during 2004-
2010. 

! The Total SO Process market will reach $2.3 billion by 2010. 

! The total SO Process market size ranges from $85 million to $99 million 
in 2003 to $1.9 billion to $2.7 billion in 2010, with expected sizes of 
$92 million in 2003 to $2.3 billion in 2010. 

! An insignificant portion of the BPM market is SO in 2003, but that 
percentage will go to about 85% by 2010. 

! The opportunities for new entrants in the SO Process market will be very 
strong though 2005-2006, and will remain reasonably strong through 
2010. 

! As the SO Process market grows, the portion represented by new 
entrants will decrease, with new entrants becoming less than 10% of the 
market by 2008. 

! Products in the SOA Implementation Framework market will contain 
features from the Service-Oriented Security, Service-Oriented 
Management, Service-Oriented Application Integration, Service-Oriented 
Process, and Service-Oriented Tools market, as well as incorporating 
much of the functionality of application server platforms (and the 
corresponding capabilities in the Windows platform). 

! The SOAIF market will begin to form in 2005. In 2004, the market will 
see the platform vendors (including Microsoft) adding functionality to 
their product offerings as they build out products that will become 
SOAIFs. 

! About one third of the SOAIF market will be the result of platform 
vendors (including Microsoft) building out SOAIF capabilities in their 
platforms, and the remaining two thirds will be core SO market vendors 
as their markets consolidate. 

! The total SOAIF market opportunity will go from $4.4 billion in 2005 to 
$43 billion by 2010. 

! While core SO markets show continual growth through the 2004-2010 
time period, the SOAIF market begins in 2005, but shows more rapid 
growth than the core SO markets. 

! The incumbent platform markets (including the Windows server market) 
dwarfs the core SO markets through 2004 and the SOAIF market 
through 2006, but after that point, the platform markets plateau as they 
become the SOAIF market. 

! Simply adopting standards is not a viable business strategy. 
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5.2.5.2.5.2.5.2.    Decision pointsDecision pointsDecision pointsDecision points    

! 2004-2007 will be a continuing transitional period for IT, as standards, 
products, and architectures mature. 

! Customers will want the ability to select a best-of-breed solution to avoid 
the feeling of being locked in to a single-vendor solution, but in general, 
will settle on a solution from a single, favored vendor. 

! System integration as a separately definable practice will go away by the 
end of the decade, to be replaced by architectural and business process 
consulting. 

! The big winners from the shift to Service Orientation will be large 
vendors who are able to leverage the innovation of the smaller players 
to build fully functional SOA Implementation Frameworks. New entrants 
will find opportunity in adding value to these large vendors’ products, or 
by finding opportunity in the gaps between their solutions. 

! Vendors must take the move toward standards-based computing to 
heart, and build solutions that truly interoperate with other solutions, 
and yet still provides sufficient value to customers. 

! ZapThink recommends that companies implement SOAs incrementally, 
continuously scanning the vendor landscape to re-evaluate solutions as 
the inevitable movement to the SOA Implementation Framework 
progresses. 
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ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight into 
XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 

ZapThink’s role is to help companies understand these IT products and services in the context 
of SOAs and the vision of Service Orientation. ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT 
vendors who offer XML and Web Services-based products to help them understand their 
competitive landscape and how to communicate their value proposition to their customers 
within the context of Service Orientation, and lay out their product roadmaps for the coming 
wave of Service Orientation. ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users 
who are seeking guidance and clarity into how to assemble the available products and 
services into a coherent roadmap to Service Orientation. Finally, ZapThink provides demand 
intelligence to IT vendors and service providers who must understand the needs of IT users as 
they follow the roadmap to Service Orientation. 

ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOAs by vendors, end-users, and the press. They are in great demand as speakers, and 
have presented at conferences and industry events around the world. They are among the 
most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry. 

ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms, public sector organizations around the world, and many 
emerging businesses. ZapThink Analysts have years of experience in IT as well as research 
and analysis. Its analysts have previously been with such firms as IDC and ChannelWave, and 
have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as RosettaNet, UDDI, 
CPExchange, ebXML, EIDX, and CompTIA. 

Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how XML and Web Services impact your business or organization. 
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